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English subtitle (720p, 1.Q: c# check for number and return I am trying to check if a string contains
a number and return that number if it does. Something like: int checkNumber(string code) { } but
I'm not sure how to go about this in C#. It's for my assignment for the class. I have three files one
for testing which is containts the code and one that contains a method that retrieves the number.
The final file is where I wish to do this so that I don't have to repeat this code. Am I on the right
path? I would prefer to not use any Linq or anything too advanced just to speed it up. A: If you want
to ensure that a number is there in the string, then you can use something like this: int?
checkNumber(string code) { if (!Regex.Match(code, @"\d").Success) { return null; } return
int.Parse(code); } If you want to avoid strings containing non numeric characters, then the following
is better: int checkNumber(string code) { if (!Regex.Match(code, @"[^\d]+").Success) { return 0; }
return int.Parse(code); } Edit As @Vava pointed out, the best solution for this problem is to use
int.TryParse. It's not as error prone as the Regex approach, and it's more efficient. miR-541
promotes tumorigenesis by inhibiting p53-mediated apoptosis of breast cancer cells. The p53
signaling pathway, which plays an important role in the regulation of cell cycle and apoptosis, is
frequently deregulated in cancer. The p53 pathway
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